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Abstract: On single-track rail corridors, meets between trains are a significant source of train delay. From the stopping train’s perspective, a meet can be divided into three distinct phases: braking into a siding, waiting for higher-priority trains to pass, and accelerating to operating speed on the main track. Meet delay can be further divided into fixed and variable components depending on the number of trains partaking in the meet. Advanced train control systems incorporating moving blocks and innovative dispatching strategies such as train fleeting promise to reduce minimum meet times. Using a spreadsheet-based calculation, it was found that train fleeting distributes fixed delays among more train conflicts, resulting in more efficient conflict resolution. Complementarily, moving blocks minimize variable delays. Combining moving blocks and fleeting can be highly effective, producing the lowest meet delay across a variety of track speeds and dispatching strategies. The results from this study can help railway practitioners evaluate the benefits of train fleeting, moving blocks, shorter train lengths, and extended fleet-length sidings when developing operating and capital plans. DOI: 10.1061/JTEPBS.0000403, © 2020 American Society of Civil Engineers.

Introduction

Approximately two-thirds of the principal mainline corridors in the United States railway network consists of single-track with passing sidings (Richards and Cobb 2006). In North America, where operations do not use a preplanned timetable, conflicts between opposing trains on single-track mainlines are resolved by train meets arranged by train dispatchers in real time. During a train meet, a train given lower priority by the dispatcher or operating plan exits the main track onto a passing siding to allow a higher-priority train to pass on the main track. While the superior train passing on the main track incurs minimal delay from the meet, the inferior train to pass on the main track. While the superior train passing on the main track incurs minimal delay from the meet, the inferior train can experience significant delays waiting in the siding. A survey of four US Class I railroads ranked meets and passes as the top or one of the top causes of train delay in mainline operations (Martland 2008). An econometric analysis of data from a Class I railroad identified train conflicts such as meets and passes as primary contributors to congestion-related delay (Gorman 2009).

Among major transportation modes, rail transportation is typically the most fuel-, space-, and cost-efficient way to move goods long distances over land (Rodrigue and Slack 2020). In the US, railroads form a vital part of the transportation network, carrying approximately one-third of US exports by volume (AAR 2019b). While in general, capacity across the Class I rail network is sufficient to meet current needs (ASCE 2017), long-term economic growth is expected to increase demand for railway transportation in the US by 45% between 2016 and 2045 (USDOT 2016). Each train added to a single-track mainline rail corridor to accommodate future growth imposes an additional train conflict on every other existing train operating on the corridor. Therefore, train meets will likely remain a substantial source of delay for the foreseeable future. Increases in train delay impose substantial burdens on railroad stakeholders, with direct and indirect costs to railroads, shippers, and the public exceeding $1,000 per hour of train delay (Lovett et al. 2015; Lovett 2017). Because congestion arising from train delay limits capacity for future traffic and revenue growth, reducing delays associated with train meets represents an excellent opportunity for rail operators to lower costs and improve the long-term delay performance and capacity of a rail corridor. While incremental addition of a second main track is one approach to eliminate conflicts and effectively manage train delay (Lindfeldt 2012; Shih et al. 2014; Sigin et al. 2016), the high cost of track construction and maintenance favors approaches that maximize the use of existing track infrastructure.

This paper investigates the individual and combined potential of advanced train control systems, train fleeting, and varying passing siding lengths to improve the efficiency of train meets on single track and reduce train delay. After discussing the fundamentals of train meets and train control systems and overviewing previous research, a deterministic spreadsheet-based calculation is developed and validated to generate realistic meet delay values for a range of input values. The results of the detailed calculations are then used to answer the primary research questions.

Train Meets

A conventional train meet between two opposing trains can be divided into three distinct phases defined by the source of delay incurred by the inferior train: braking, waiting, and acceleration. The total time to execute a train meet (i.e., meet time)
is the sum of the time required for each of these three phases [Eq. (1)]

\[ T_{\text{Meet}} = T_{\text{Brake}} + T_{\text{Wait}} + T_{\text{Accel}} \]  

During the braking phase, the inferior train is routed into a passing siding and initially decelerates from track speed to the maximum allowable speed through the diverging route of the turnout at the end of the passing sidings (i.e., turnout speed) before braking to a stop clear of the main track. Train braking performance and the train traffic control system determine the length of the braking phase.

The waiting phase represents the time the inferior train spends stopped in the siding waiting for the superior train to pass. The minimum length of the waiting phase is determined by the sum of the time required to line all relevant switches and signals for the superior train initially and later for the inferior train, the running time for the superior train to arrive at the passing siding and then clear the siding exit switch and turnout, and crew reaction time. The length of the waiting phase can increase depending on the number of passing superior trains, how late the first superior train arrives after the inferior train clears the main track, and the number of stopping inferior trains.

The acceleration phase begins as soon as the inferior train starts moving after waiting for the opposing trains to pass on the main track, and ends once the inferior train has reached maximum authorized track speed. The length of this phase depends on the acceleration characteristics of the train and if the turnout speed limit constrains how quickly the train can accelerate before the end of the phase.

All three phases of a meet impose delay on the inferior stopping train. Train delay, defined as the difference between actual train running time and ideal minimum running time assuming no train conflicts, is commonly used to measure the performance of rail corridors in North America (White 2005; Pouryousef et al. 2015). Due to the improvised nature of North American rail operations, meets between trains are not scheduled for a specific location and time and contribute to rail corridor delay metrics. Assuming a constant maximum authorized track speed \((V_{\text{MAS}})\), meet delay can be defined as the difference between \(T_{\text{Meet}}\) and the minimum train running time over the distance between the point where braking is initiated and the point where the train stops in the siding \((D_{\text{Brake}})\), and the additional distance to the point where the train finishes accelerating to \(V_{\text{MAS}}\) after a meet \((D_{\text{Accel}})\) [Eq. (2)]

\[ \text{Meet Delay} = T_{\text{Meet}} - \frac{D_{\text{Brake}} + D_{\text{Accel}}}{V_{\text{MAS}}} \]  

Meet delay can be separated into fixed and variable components (Moore Ede et al. 2007). Fixed delay remains the same regardless of the number of opposing trains being met and, for a given inferior train, is a function of control system and track infrastructure. Fixed delay is caused by:

- Inferior train(s) braking to a stop in a siding,
- Signal and switch clear times, and
- Inferior train(s) accelerating to maximum authorized speed.

Effectively, every time a train stops, it goes through one braking and acceleration cycle regardless of the number of trains met. In contrast, variable delay is caused by:

- Inferior train(s) waiting while the superior train(s) passes, and
- Fleet delays such as a lead inferior train waiting for following trains to stop and following inferior train(s) waiting for the lead train to obtain a minimum separation distance (and clear its signal block) during the acceleration phase.

One delay reduction strategy that leverages knowledge of fixed and variable meet delays is fleeting trains. A train fleet is comprised of two or more similar-performing trains operating in the same direction at minimum headway. To illustrate how such a strategy achieves more efficient meets, consider a fleet of two inferior trains meeting a fleet of two superior trains on a single-track line. If dispatched as single trains operating at longer headways, four individual train meets resolving four total train conflicts are necessary [Fig. 1(a)]. If the superior trains are fleeting, two meets and associated fixed delays are removed with the remaining two meets each resolving two train conflicts [Fig. 1(b)]. If the inferior trains are also fleeting, the four original individual meets become one longer meet resolving four train conflicts [Fig. 1(c)]. Combining train conflicts into a single meet achieves a certain economy of scale because each inferior train only undergoes a single braking and acceleration cycle while still meeting the same number of superior trains. However, from the perspective of the inferior trains, there is a trade-off between reducing the number of braking and acceleration cycles and increasing time spent waiting for multiple superior trains to pass. The optimum point for this trade-off between fixed and variable delays depends on the train control system, operating speed, and train braking and acceleration characteristics.

Avoiding a stop entirely with a running meet minimizes total meet delay. In a running meet, opposing trains do not have to stop while passing each other and the passing siding effectively functions as a short section of double track. However, running meets require the opposing trains to nearly simultaneously arrive at a passing siding. The feasibility of a running meet then depends on if the siding is long enough to maintain appropriate separation between opposing moving trains given the train control system and train lengths (Dick, “Impact of Positive Train Control on Railway
Capacity,” unpublished report). Ideally, trains operate at maximum authorized speed in a running meet. However, one or more trains may slow down (and incur some delay) to make a running meet possible on shorter sidings and minimize overall delay to all trains involved (Petersen and Taylor 1987). Many Class I railroads are lengthening existing sidings and constructing new long sidings on single-track mainlines to accommodate longer trains in conventional stopping meets (Stagl 2018a). These longer sidings can also enable running meets between shorter trains.

**Train Control Systems and Moving Blocks**

Conventional train control systems protect trains from conflicting movements by dividing track into a series of fixed signal blocks that usually can only be occupied by a single train. From the perspective of a train crew, block occupancy information is only available at discrete points where wayside signals govern the entrance to signal blocks, introducing a level of uncertainty about the specific location of trains ahead. Therefore, block length, typically set for the braking characteristics of a design train operating on the line, is a primary factor determining minimum train separation distance. Block length can be decreased by physically or virtually increasing the number of signal aspects in the primary progression from stop to clear, improving the frequency and accuracy of occupancy information updates provided to the train crew.

In a train control system incorporating moving blocks, fixed blocks are replaced by a control block customized to a train’s length and braking characteristics. The control block updates very frequently and moves with the train along the track. In a true moving block system, block length is theoretically infinitely small because the location of the train is continuously updated, allowing minimum train separation to be reduced to absolute braking distance plus a margin of safety. In simple cases of directional traffic, moving blocks can theoretically reduce minimum train separation headways to 50% below a 3-aspect fixed block control system, and 33% below a 4-aspect system (Dick et al. 2019a). On mainline railways in Europe, implementation of European Train Control System (ETCS) Level 3, a moving block system, has been shown to increase line capacity by 35%–40% over ETCS Level 1, which is a safety-focused system overlaid on existing fixed block signals (Institute for Transport Science RWTH Aachen 2008). Positive Train Control (PTC), expected to be fully implemented across the US Class I rail network by the end of 2020, provides the opportunity to replace fixed block wayside signals with moving blocks (AAR 2019a; Stagl 2018b; Machalaba 2019). While current PTC systems are safety-focused systems overlaid on existing fixed block signal systems, they involve installation of a robust new communications and network infrastructure that could provide the foundation for advanced train control systems with moving blocks (Resor et al. 2005; FRA 2012). Outside of North America, moving blocks have been implemented on heavy haul railways in Western Australia for several years and are being actively investigated as part of the development of ETCS Level 3 in Europe (Barrow 2015; Harriss 2016). For a given level of service, experiments simulating a typical North American freight rail corridor have shown that moving block implementation would generally increase capacity relative to fixed block systems, partly because lower minimum train separation improves meet efficiency (Dick et al. 2019a).

In a “perfect” train meet where opposing trains arrive simultaneously at the meet location, minimum train separation distance determines the latest time the inferior train can clear the main track to avoid impacting the superior train’s operation and increasing meet delay. In cases where the superior trains are fleet, the train control system, in addition to train length and running speed, dictates train headways and how long an inferior train must wait for the superior trains to pass. To calculate minimum headways for fixed block systems, the number of blocks required to accommodate stopping distance $B_{Stop}$ is determined using block length $L_{Block}$ and braking distance from maximum authorized speed to zero $D(V_{MAS}, 0)$ [Eq. (3)]

$$B_{Stop} = \frac{D(V_{MAS}, 0)}{L_{Block}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Under fixed blocks, uncertainty about occupancy of the track ahead requires a train crew to conservatively maintain one more block of separation than is necessary to accommodate stopping distance. Under moving blocks, occupancy information is continuously updated, and train crews must only maintain stopping distance plus a safety distance behind a train ahead. Given train length $L_{Train}$, approximate minimum distance headways $H_{Min}(V_{MAS})$ can be calculated for fixed and moving block control systems [Eq. (4)]. Minimum time headway at the maximum authorized speed $T_{Min}(V_{MAS})$ is then related to distance headway by speed $V_{MAS}$ [Eq. (5)]

$$H_{Min}(V_{MAS}) = \begin{cases} 
(B_{Stop} + 1) \times L_{Block} + L_{Train}, & \text{fixed block} \\
D(V_{MAS}, 0) + \text{Safety Distance} + L_{Train}, & \text{moving block}
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$T_{Min}(V_{MAS}) = \frac{H_{Min}(V_{MAS})}{V_{MAS}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

**Previous Research**

In the North American context, several researchers have examined the delay effects of train meets and potential mitigation measures. Moore et al. (2007) identified reducing delays due to train conflicts as one of four primary methods of improving line capacity. Adding sidings, increasing turnout speed limits, extending sidings, equalizing train priorities, installing double track, and upgrading control systems were all identified as effective ways to reduce train conflict delays. Dingler et al. (2010) simulated typical North American freight rail corridors and found that train meets are the leading cause of delays. As traffic heterogeneity increased, time spent by lower priority trains waiting during a meet accounted for the greatest proportion of delay. Some proposed solutions included increasing train speeds, reducing siding spacing, removing priorities, and adding a second track. Sogin et al. (2011) found that adding higher priority trains to a single-track rail corridor degraded performance in part because existing traffic was favored in fewer train conflicts and train meets were more complex. Diaz de Rivera et al. (2020) simulated the operations of fleets on single-track freight rail corridors, finding that fleeting trains operating under moving blocks can improve delay performance in part through more efficient meets.

In the context of structured operations, Frank (1966) proposed capacity equations describing two-way traffic on a single-track rail line. The maximum capacity when passing locations accommodate one stopped train was approximately one-third the capacity of the same line with unidirectional traffic. When passing locations accommodated two stopped trains in a double siding, allowing for meets between multiple trains, maximum capacity increased to about half that of unidirectional traffic. Harrod (2007) presented a hypergraph-based railway scheduling model capable of modeling train interactions more complex than pairwise meets and passes.
involving only two trains. It was found that adding a train signifi-
cantly faster than existing traffic to a single-track network with sid-
ingss allowing complex multitrain meets imposed a lower marginal
network cost than adding the same train to a single-track network
only capable of pairwise train meets. Afonso and Bispo (2011) de-
veloped an optimization model solving the meet and pass problem
to improve dispatcher decisions and more efficiently resolve con-
flicts on single-track railways. Poole (1962) provided a detailed
cost estimation framework that relied in part on a line capacity
method that calculated expected delay per meet as a function of
time spent decelerating from track speed, entering the siding, run-
nning the length of the siding, waiting, leaving the siding, and ac-
celerating back to track speed. Expected waiting time depended on
the time for an opposing train to run at speed from an adjacent sid-
ing. Boysen (2013) calculated train paths to determine consumed
capacity and evaluate measures to improve train throughput on the
Iron Ore Line in Sweden. The time a train occupied a line section
between sidings was calculated as the sum of running time, acce-
celeration and braking time before and after a stop, waiting time, and
signal delay time. New sidings, extended sidings, and control sys-
tems permitting running meets were shown to effectively decrease
consumed capacity on congested segments by allowing quicker
meets. This research builds on previous knowledge by more closely
examining the fundamental processes of a train meet and their re-
relationship to fixed and variable components of meet delay to inves-
tigate new strategies to minimize overall train delay.

Research Questions

This study does not aim to provide specific guidelines on absolute
time savings associated with different approaches but instead seeks
to provide railway practitioners with relative recommendations on
reducing delays associated with train meets. To achieve this goal,
this paper addresses three specific research questions:

- How do the fixed and variable components of the train meet
  process respond to changes in control system, fleeting
  strategy, maximum authorized speed, and train length?
- Does running trains in fleets of closely following trains and/or
  under moving blocks reduce minimum delay associated with
  train meets relative to conventional practices?
- What are practical near-term strategies for reducing minimum
  train meet delays?

Methodology

To address the research questions, a spreadsheet-based tool was
developed to calculate minimum train meet delay for scenarios
involving factorial combinations of train control system, fleeting
strategy, and train length. Simulation software was used to validate
the results of the spreadsheet for base combinations of experiment
variables.

Train Braking and Acceleration Calculation

A key component of the train meet process is the braking and ac-
celeration characteristics of inferior trains stopping in a siding.
Higher-performing trains capable of braking and accelerating in
shorter distances and times will incur less delay from a train meet
than worse-performing trains. However, the lowest priority trains,
such as bulk commodity unit trains, typically have relatively poor
train braking and accelerating characteristics (Dingler et al. 2009).
To calculate reasonable braking and acceleration times and distan-
ces for the study train, this work used equations discussed in detail
in Dick ("Impact of Positive Train Control on Railway Capacity,"
unpublished report). This method calculates train resistance of lo-
comotives and railcars, braking force provided by each railcar and
locomotive in the train consist, and acceleration force produced by
the locomotives.

Inputs for the train resistance and brake force calculations of
each railcar or locomotive included gross rail load, design braking
ratio, number of axles, bearing and truck type, brake efficiency,
brake shoe type, brake valve type, temperature, wind speed, initial
speed, and average track gradient. Total train resistance was calcu-
lated by equations from the Association of American Railroads
(AAR) train energy model, and is the sum of bearing resistance,
rolling resistance, curve resistance, grade resistance, and aerody-
namic resistance (Drish and Singh 1991). The braking force calcu-
lution assumed a conventional North American train air brake
system with 100% operable, fully charged brakes at the time of
application, and typical values for other input parameters. The cal-
culation of braking force provided by each railcar considered air
brake propagation time, based on the length of brake pipe from
the lead locomotive, and build-up time for the brakes to fully apply
on each railcar (Carlson 1999). Dick’s equations were modified to
model brake propagation from locomotives acting as distributed
power units. Because locomotive dynamic brakes are not consid-
ered fail-safe, forces from dynamic brakes were not included in the
braking calculation.

It was assumed that average total resistance and applied braking
force provide constant deceleration for small speed decrements.
Consequently, braking time and distance was calculated iteratively
and the train braking rate was dynamic throughout the braking
process. Based on previous work on braking distance sensitivity
(Andersen 1995), the cumulative calculated braking distance was
multiplied by a safety factor of 1.25 to produce a conservative es-
timate of the safe braking distance. Similarly, acceleration time and
distance were calculated iteratively over small speed increments,
icorporating the same average total resistance as the braking cal-
culation. Tractive effort and adhesion limit were calculated accord-
ing to chapter 7 of the Hay (1982) textbook. While recent research
has developed more fine-grained and accurate adaptive predictive
braking enforcement algorithms (Brosseau et al. 2013), the braking
and acceleration calculations used in this research were only meant
to provide reasonable estimates.

Theoretical Train Meet Delay Calculation

To evaluate the relative contributions of specific components of the
train meet process to overall meet delay, a set of theoretical equa-
tions was developed and encoded in a spreadsheet tool. Fig. 2 de-
picts most terms and relative distances defined in this section for the
4-Aspect fixed block case with fleets and a 6.4-km-long siding. A
complete list of symbols used in the equations is provided in the
notation section. Primary inputs include train control system, siding
length (L_{Siding}), maximum authorized speed (V_{MAS}), fleeting
strategy, and train length (L_{Train}). Other general parameters that can be
specified are turnout speed limits (V_{TP}), block length (L_{Block}),
outfoul length (L_{Outfoul}), and a combined parameter incorporat-
ing signal clear time, crew reaction time, and switch throw time
(T_{Clear}). The spreadsheet also references braking and acceleration
distances and times between different speeds \{Dinitial speed, tar-
get speed\}, T(initial speed, target speed) calculated as previously
described.

Before making any computations, a feasibility check is per-
fomed for each scenario. For cases with a fixed block control sys-
tem, a scenario is infeasible if the stopping distance \(D(V_{MAS}, 0)\)
exceeds one or two block lengths for 3-aspect and 4-aspect fixed
block control systems, respectively. A scenario is also considered
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infeasible if the maximum authorized speed exceeds the balancing speed where tractive effort equals train resistance as determined by the train acceleration calculation.

The theoretical train meet delay calculation is divided into three phases to reflect the three distinct phases of a meet: braking, waiting, and acceleration. When there are two inferior trains, the length of each phase is calculated separately for each train. Assuming that \( V_{TO} \) is less than the siding speed limit, the braking phase calculation involves a series of time-distance calculations that depend on if \( V_{TO} \) limits train braking behavior [Eqs. (6) and (7)]

\[
D_{Park} = \begin{cases} 
L_{Siding} - L_{Foul}, & \text{lead inferior train} \\
L_{Siding} - L_{Foul} - D_{offset}, & \text{2nd inferior train} 
\end{cases}
\]

If \( V_{TO} \) does not limit braking, then \( D_{Brake} \) and \( T_{Brake} \) are \( D(V_{MAS}, 0) \) and \( T(V_{MAS}, 0) \), respectively. If there are two inferior trains, it is assumed that the second train has the same braking characteristics and arrives at a later time such that it is not impeded by the lead train’s signal wake. If \( V_{TO} \) does constrain braking, the braking phase is extended to include trains initially decelerating to \( V_{TO} \), traversing some distance within the siding at constant speed, and then braking to a stop the appropriate distance from the entry switch \( (D_{Park, Lead}, D_{Park, 2nd}) \) [Eqs. (8) and (9)]

\[
D_{Brake} = D(V_{MAS}, V_{TO}) + D_{Park, [Lead or 2nd]}
\]

\[
T_{Brake} = T(V_{MAS}, V_{TO}) + \frac{D_{Park, [Lead or 2nd]} - D(V_{TO}, 0)}{V_{TO}} + T(V_{TO}, 0)
\]

Because it is assumed trains are homogenous within a fleet, both inferior trains start braking to \( V_{TO} \) at the same location. At this location, it is assumed the trains are temporarily separated by \( T_{Min}(V_{MAS}) \) [Eq. (5)]. At the entry switch, separation is assumed to be \( T_{Min}(V_{TO}) \). In effect, this delays the time when the second train comes to a stop, causing a delay for the lead train due to fleet- ing operations (i.e., fleet delay), which extends the waiting phase of the lead train.

The waiting phase for each inferior train accounts for all the time each train spends stopped during a meet, which primarily depends on how long it takes the superior train(s) to pass the switch clear point located a distance \( D_{Foul} \) away from the exit switch location (Fig. 2). First, it is assumed the arrival of the superior train(s) is offset such that they never encounter a restrictive signal. Then, the minimum distance the first superior train can be from the nearest switch clear point when the last inferior train clears the main track at the opposite end of the siding \( (D_{Pass}) \) is calculated [Eq. (10)]. \( D_{Pass} \) may be negative, indicating that the front of the first superior train can safely operate the clear point of the turnout at one end of the siding while an inferior train still occupies the main track at the opposite end

\[
D_{Pass} = \begin{cases} 
V_{MAS} \times (T_{Clear}) + B_{Stop} \times L_{Block} + L_{Siding}, & \text{fixed block} \\
V_{MAS} \times (T_{Clear}) + D(V_{MAS}, 0) + Safety\\ Distance - L_{Siding}, & \text{moving block} 
\end{cases}
\]

The time it takes for the superior train(s) to clear the exit switch and allow the inferior train(s) to begin moving again \( (T_{Pass}) \) and the departure time of the lead inferior train are then determined assuming the superior train(s) are operating at \( V_{MAS} \) [Eq. (11)]. If \( D_{Pass} \) is negative and has absolute value greater than the distance from the front of the lead superior train to the end of all following superior trains, \( T_{Pass} \) will be zero, indicating that when the inferior train clears the main track, the superior train(s) has already cleared the exit turnout, and the inferior train can proceed to exit the siding as soon as the switch is lined with no waiting delay

\[
T_{Pass} = Max \left( 0, \frac{D_{Pass} + L_{Train}}{V_{MAS}} + \#Superior\ Trains - 1 \right) \\
\times T_{Min}(V_{MAS})
\]
two sources. The first source is fleet delay incurred waiting for the lead inferior train to clear its signal block for the fixed block case or to reach a speed of 1.6 km/h (1 mi/h) for the moving blocks case. The earliest departure time for the second train is calculated by using the lead train acceleration curve to determine how long it takes the lead train to travel the distance between the end of the lead train and the beginning of the next control block (\(D_{\text{Clear}}\)). The second source is fleet delay incurred to ensure that minimum separation between inferior trains is maintained. Minimum separation is checked by assuming trains operate at minimum time headways at \(V_{\text{T0}}\) and \(V_{\text{MAS}}\). The earliest departure time for the second train

\[
V_{\text{T0}} = \begin{cases} 
\text{limits lead train accel.}, & L_{\text{Foot}} + L_{\text{Train}} < D(0, V_{\text{T0}}) \text{ AND } V_{\text{T0}} < V_{\text{MAS}} \\
\text{limits 2nd train accel.}, & L_{\text{Foot}} + L_{\text{Train}} + D_{\text{Park,lead}} - D_{\text{Park,2nd}} < D(0, V_{\text{T0}}) \text{ AND } V_{\text{T0}} < V_{\text{MAS}} \\
\text{does not limit accel.}, & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

If \(V_{\text{T0}}\) does not limit acceleration, then \(D_{\text{Accel}}\) and \(T_{\text{Accel}}\) are \(D(0, V_{\text{MAS}})\) and \(T(0, V_{\text{MAS}})\), respectively, for all inferior trains. If \(V_{\text{T0}}\) does limit acceleration, the acceleration phase is extended to include trains first accelerating to \(V_{\text{T0}}\), traversing part of the siding at \(V_{\text{T0}}\), and then accelerating to \(V_{\text{MAS}}\) once the end of the inferior train has cleared the exit siding switch [Eqs. (14) and (15)]

\[
D_{\text{Accel}} = L_{\text{Train}} + (L_{\text{Siding}} - D_{\text{Park,lead or 2nd}}) + D(V_{\text{T0}}, V_{\text{MAS}})
\]

\[
T_{\text{Accel}} = T(0, V_{\text{T0}}) + \frac{L_{\text{Train}} + (L_{\text{Siding}} - D_{\text{Park,lead or 2nd}}) - D(0, V_{\text{T0}})}{V_{\text{T0}}} + T(V_{\text{T0}}, V_{\text{MAS}})
\]

Assuming all superior trains do not incur any meet delay, total meet delay is then calculated as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). For cases with inferior fleets, all inferior trains incur delay simultaneously while waiting. To normalize across fleet strategies, total meet delay summed over all inferior trains is divided by the total number of train conflicts being resolved. For example, when one train meets one opposing train, one train conflict is resolved. When a two-train fleet meets an opposing two-train fleet, four train conflicts are resolved. Normalized meet delay is then measured in minutes per train conflict.

Lastly, the feasibility of full speed running meets is checked for the parameters of each scenario. Assuming both inferior and superior trains arrive at the siding at optimal times, if a running meet is possible without any trains reducing speed, total meet delay is reset to zero. Dick ("Impact of Positive Train Control on Railway Capacity," unpublished report) calculates if running meets are possible by comparing siding length to train length and train spacing. A similar approach is used in this study to determine if full speed running meets are possible [Eq. (16)]

**Full speed running meets possible IF:**

\[
L_{\text{Siding}} > D_{\text{Park}} + L_{\text{Siding}} + L_{\text{Train}} + (#of \text{SuperiorTrains} - 1) \\
\times H_{\text{Min}}(V_{\text{MAS}}) \text{ AND } V_{\text{MAS}} \leq V_{\text{T0}}
\]

is then back-calculated using its acceleration curve. Fleet delay for the second inferior train is then the difference between departure time of the lead train and the latest of the two calculated departure times for the second train. Waiting time \(T_{\text{Wait}}\) is then calculated for each inferior train [Eq. (12)]

\[
T_{\text{Wait}} = T_{\text{Pass}} + T_{\text{Clear}} + \text{Fleet Delay}
\]

Similar to the braking phase, the length of the acceleration phase depends on if \(V_{\text{T0}}\) limits train acceleration, calculated separately for each inferior train [Eq. (13)]

**Study Parameters and Experiment Design**

The analytical study considered track infrastructure parameters intended to be representative of a typical North American Class I freight railroad and assuming 0% grade and tangent track (Table 1). The experiment design included four variable factors: train control system, fleeting strategy (and corresponding siding infrastructure configuration), train length, and maximum authorized operating speed. Each factor was simulated over a range of values or levels (Table 2) in a full-factorial design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Fleets and EB Fleets track layout</td>
<td>Single-track with 3.2-km (2-mi) passing sidings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleets track layout</td>
<td>Single-track with 6.4-km (4-mi) passing sidings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout speed limit ((V_{\text{T0}}))</td>
<td>64.4 km/h (40 mi/h) (for #20 turnout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Aspect fixed block length</td>
<td>3.2 km (2 mi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Aspect fixed block length</td>
<td>1.6 km (1 mi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table 2. Experiment design factor levels |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Level specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train control system</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3-Aspect CTC with fixed blocks (3A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4-Aspect CTC with fixed blocks (4A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced PTC with moving blocks (MB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleeting strategy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No Fleets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-Train fleets in one direction (EB Fleets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-Train fleets in both directions (Fleets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train length</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Short (2 locomotives +80 railcars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium (3 locomotives +120 railcars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long (4 locomotives +160 railcars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum authorized speed ((V_{\text{MAS}}))</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>25.7–127.1 km/h (16–79 mi/h)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three train control systems enabling different minimum headways within fleets were examined: centralized traffic control (CTC) with 3-aspect fixed block signals (3A), CTC with 4-aspect fixed block signals (4A), and advanced PTC with moving blocks (MB). Given the reduced minimum train separation and increased flexibility enabled by increasing the number of signal aspects, it was hypothesized that train meet delay would be highest under 3-aspect CTC and lowest under moving blocks.

This study examined three different fleeting strategies: all trains dispatched individually (“No Fleets”), trains dispatched as two-train fleets in the superior direction only (“EB Fleets”), and trains dispatched as two-train fleets in both directions (“Fleets”). The No Fleets and EB Fleets cases were supported by 3.2-km (2-mi) sidings capable of holding one train and representative of typical sidings on primary North American freight rail corridors. The Fleets cases used extended 6.4-km (4-mi) sidings capable of holding a two-train fleet. As implemented, all cases assumed homogenous train traffic consisting of bulk unit trains, a common low-priority train on the North American freight network (Table 3). While train length was varied from 80 to 160 railcars, the power-to-weight ratio was kept consistent. All locomotives were located at the front of each study train except the “Long” train, where one locomotive acted as a midtrain distributed power unit. All calculations were performed for operating speeds ranging from a minimum of 25.7 km/h (16 mi/h), below which special restricted speed operating rules usually take effect, to a maximum of 127.1 km/h (79 mi/h), the maximum freight operating speed for most mainlines in North America. Table 4 displays a selection of calculated braking and acceleration distances and times for a Long train. Typical values of other general inputs for the train meet delay calculations were used (Table 5).

### Table 3. Unit train parameters and characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Short train</th>
<th>Medium train</th>
<th>Long train</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of railcars</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotives per train</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotive power</td>
<td>3,266 kW (4,380 hp)</td>
<td>3,266 kW (4,380 hp)</td>
<td>3,266 kW (4,380 hp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total train length</td>
<td>1,508 m (4,946 ft)</td>
<td>2,261 m (7,419 ft)</td>
<td>3,015 m (9,892 ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total train weight</td>
<td>10,759 metric tons (11,860 US tons)</td>
<td>16,139 metric tons (17,790 US tons)</td>
<td>21,518 metric tons (23,720 US tons)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Selected calculated acceleration and braking distances and times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial speed km/h (mi/h)</th>
<th>Target speed km/h (mi/h)</th>
<th>Distance m (ft)</th>
<th>Time s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80.5 (50)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1,457 (4,781)</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.5 (50)</td>
<td>64.4 (40)</td>
<td>815 (2,673)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.4 (40)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>961 (3,154)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>64.4 (40)</td>
<td>5,951 (19,525)</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.4 (40)</td>
<td>80.5 (50)</td>
<td>7,979 (26,178)</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>80.5 (50)</td>
<td>13,930 (45,702)</td>
<td>896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rail Traffic Controller

Rail Traffic Controller (RTC) simulation software was used for validation of the train meet calculation results. RTC combines a robust train performance calculator (TPC) with advanced dispatching logic to simulate rail operations reflective of North American train control systems and operating practices. RTC has been widely used by the North American rail industry for capacity studies and has been itself validated against numerous real rail operations (Pouryousef et al. 2015).

To validate the train performance and meet calculations presented earlier, small single track networks with a 3.2-km (2-mi) or 6.4-km (4-mi) siding were analyzed in RTC incorporating either 4-aspect CTC fixed block (with 1.6-km- or 2-mi-long signal blocks) or moving block control systems. The simulation of each scenario consisted of a single meet between two individual or four fleets of study trains (set as the Long unit train). The simulations were deterministic, with train schedules set using a trial-and-error approach to minimize the time required to accomplish the meet. The frequency of train performance calculations was set at an aggressive interval of 7.6 m (25 ft) to get more fine-grained TPC results than typically used for RTC simulations.

Typical North American practice calculates train delay as the difference between actual running time for a given train and its minimum running time operating at maximum authorized speeds without any impedances. To analyze the RTC results, the running time and average speed of each train between fixed points on either side of the siding was measured. The average speed of the superior train(s) which neither stopped nor incurred delay was used to calculate a minimum run time across the corridor. Aggregate train delay was obtained as the sum of the differences between simulated run time and minimum run time for the inferior train(s). Because all delay in the experiment is attributable to train meets, aggregate train delay was divided by the number of train conflicts in the scenario (one or four) in order to obtain normalized meet delay. One limitation of RTC is that trains can only be dispatched to the nearest minute and certain fine-grained inputs of the TPC are built-in, affecting the ability to evaluate theoretical minimum meet times using the process described earlier in the paper. Therefore, RTC was used for general validation while the theoretical train meet delay calculation was the primary methodology.

### Results

### RTC Simulation/Validation

Individual meets between two Long trains were simulated in RTC under fixed block and moving block control systems with the delay outputs normalized for the number of train conflicts in each meet (Table 6). Meets were simulated for 64.4 and 80.5 km/h (40 and 50 mi/h) maximum authorized speeds to test realistic operating speeds for the study train and cases where the maximum authorized turnout speed [64.4 km/h (40 mi/h)] does not and does affect train handling during the meet, respectively. Because RTC only allows

### Table 5. Theoretical train meet delay calculation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switch throw time</td>
<td>10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block signal clear time</td>
<td>10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving block signal clear time</td>
<td>0 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time</td>
<td>2.5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving block safety distance</td>
<td>30.5 m (100 ft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
trains to be dispatched to the nearest minute, the margin of error is taken as ± 1 min. For all four No Fleets cases, the theoretical calculation produces a meet delay per train conflict within 1 min of the equivalent RTC result. On this basis, the theoretical approach and its component braking and acceleration calculations described earlier in the paper are expected to produce reasonable estimates of train meet delay.

**Effect of Control System, Fleeting, and Speed**

For a Long train, different train control systems and fleeting strategies produced significantly different normalized meet delay responses as maximum authorized speed increased (Fig. 3). For a given fleeting strategy, using CTC with 3-aspect fixed block signals generally resulted in the highest minimum meet delay while moving blocks resulted in the lowest. In the 4-aspect fixed block curves, there was a discontinuity around 85 km/h (52.8 mi/h), reflecting the speed at which calculated braking distance exceeded one control block length and minimum train headways correspondingly increased. Minimum train separation at speeds higher than 85 km/h was similar to minimum train separation under 3-aspect fixed blocks, with the 3A No Fleets and 4A No Fleets delay curves overlapping.

The calculated balancing speed was approximately 112.7 km/h (70 mi/h) and was approximately the same for all study train lengths. As maximum authorized speed approached this point, it took increasingly longer time and distance to accelerate to the highest allowable speed. Correspondingly, meet delay was very high for all cases near the balancing speed. For the given study train consist, operations at speeds above the balancing speed were infeasible.

For both 3-aspect and 4-aspect fixed block signals, the delay response curves took on a concave shape with an optimum maximum authorized speed producing the lowest meet delay. At lower speeds, block lengths became suboptimal, causing inferior trains to wait longer for superior trains to pass. As speed increased, fixed delays caused by braking and acceleration times and distances increased as speed approached the balancing speed. In contrast, the moving block curves took on a more exponential shape with the lowest meet delay occurring at the lowest speeds, illustrating how moving blocks are always customized to specific train and operating conditions regardless of speed.

The effectiveness of fleeting trains was highly dependent on the minimum achievable headways between trains. The 3A Fleets case, with the largest minimum headways, was the worst performing of all cases, except at higher speeds. At lower speeds, operating fleets under 3-aspect and 4-aspect fixed blocks resulted in inefficient meets because inferior trains had to wait for two slow-moving superior trains as well as the headway between them. At speeds above the optimum point, however, the slopes of the fixed block Fleets delay curves increased more slowly than the corresponding No Fleets curves. With train fleets, the higher fixed delays caused by higher speeds were distributed across multiple train conflicts, resulting in a more efficient meet process that overcame the impact of higher variable delays. Above certain speeds, these efficiencies caused the fixed block Fleets cases to produce lower meet delay than even the MB No Fleets case. When the effectiveness of fleets was boosted by moving blocks, the result was the MB Fleets case producing the lowest meet delay across all speeds.

**Effect of Train Length**

Under 4-aspect fixed block signals, increasing train length generally corresponded to higher meet delay for both the Fleets and No Fleets cases [Fig. 4(a)]. For a given fleeting strategy, the shape of the curve for each train length remained similar and converged to a high delay value as speed approached the balancing speed. Shifts in the exact location of the discontinuity where braking distance began to exceed one block length were due to the distributed power unit in the Long train slightly improving braking performance. Under moving blocks, shorter trains could perform full-speed running meets at lower speeds with minimal delay [Fig. 4(b)]. The combination of shorter train lengths, corresponding shorter braking distances, and moving blocks allowing decreased train separation effectively reduced the length of siding required to perform a full-speed running meet. This threshold occurred between the Medium and Long trains for the 3.2-km-long siding in the No Fleets cases and the 6.4-km-long siding in the Fleets cases.

**Fixed versus Variable Meet Delay**

As described earlier, fixed meet delays do not change depending on the number of trains partaking in the meet and include delays due to braking, acceleration, and signal and switch clear times. Variable delays include waiting for oncoming trains to pass and fleet delays. Dividing four selected delay curves from Fig. 3 into fixed and variable delays explained the different delay responses to changes in speed, control system, and fleeting strategy (Fig. 5). For the 4A No Fleets case, the impact of longer braking and acceleration times and distances was illustrated by the drastic increase in fixed delays as maximum authorized speed increased [Fig. 5(a)]. In particular, acceleration delays became excessive as speed approached the balancing speed. As speed increased, the distribution of delays shifted from being mostly variable delays to mostly fixed delays.

**Table 6. Train meet delay calculation validation results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Maximum authorized speed (km/h, mi/h)</th>
<th>Meet delay per train conflict (min)</th>
<th>RTC</th>
<th>Theoretical</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4A no fleets</td>
<td>64.4, 40</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A no fleets</td>
<td>80.5, 50</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>+0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB no fleets</td>
<td>64.4, 40</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB no fleets</td>
<td>80.5, 50</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.** Normalized meet delay response curves for varying maximum authorized speeds and combinations of train control system and fleeting strategy.
At low speeds, it took longer for the superior train to pass and traverse suboptimal block lengths, increasing waiting time (variable delay) and total meet delay. For the MB No Fleets case, fixed delays similarly caused a large increase in meet delay as speed approached balancing speed [Fig. 5(b)]. However, the customization of moving blocks minimized variable waiting time delays at all speeds, preventing the low-speed meet delay increase observed in the fixed block case.

Examining fleets of trains operating under 4-aspect fixed blocks and moving blocks [Figs. 5(c and d)] demonstrated how fleets amplified the existing fundamental differences between the two train control systems. Under fixed blocks, variable delays were significantly higher, largely driven by the need for the inferior trains to wait longer to account for the headway between passing superior trains. However, at higher speeds, fixed delays again became the majority of meet delays. Under moving blocks, superior trains operated closer together and passed faster than under fixed blocks, allowing the inferior trains to spend significantly less time waiting. At the same time, fixed delays were minimized by allowing four separate train conflicts to be resolved in a single meet. Further dividing the 4A Fleets delay curve into individual processes reveals the interactions driving the fixed and variable delay responses (Fig. 6). Among the variable delay sources, the majority of delay was due to waiting for opposing trains to pass, especially at low speeds. Among the sources of fixed delays, acceleration delays grew more rapidly than braking delays as speed approached the balancing speed, reflecting the difficulty in accelerating a slow, heavy unit train to higher speeds. Meanwhile, delays waiting for switches and signals to clear were a constant but minor component of fixed delays.

**Directional Fleeting**

Dispatching trains in fleets only in the superior direction [east-bound (EB) in this study] removed one source of variable delays: fleet delays that extend the waiting phase of the meet process. With this fleeting strategy, an inferior train meeting a superior two-train fleet resolved two train conflicts per meet. Examining delay responses for all three fleeting strategies under 4-aspect fixed blocks and moving blocks revealed that the delay response curves of one-way fleets exhibited characteristics of both the No Fleets and two-way fleeting strategies (Fig. 7). At lower speeds, reduction in fleet delay in the 4A EB Fleets case was overcome by the need to wait longer for the superior train fleet to pass, performing similarly to the 4A Fleets case. Because the siding was only 3.2 km (2 mi) long, the lead superior train could not operate as far beyond the siding exit switch as it could for the 6.4 km (4 mi) siding used in the two-way fleets case (i.e., $D_{pass}$ became less negative with a shorter siding). Therefore, a greater portion of the superior fleet still had to clear the siding exit switch when the inferior train’s waiting phase began. At higher speeds, fleet delays made up a bigger proportion of total meet delay while the superior fleet could pass quicker, reducing the impact of a shorter siding and resulting in a lower total meet delay than even the two-way fleets case. Under moving blocks, a similar phenomenon occurred, with the inferior train waiting longer for the superior trains to pass due to the shorter siding length. In contrast to the fixed block comparison, the MB Fleets case performed significantly better than the MB EB Fleets case, illustrating the effectiveness of moving blocks in maximizing the advantages of fleeting trains. Only at high speeds did the MB EB Fleets and MB Fleets cases converge.

A major benefit of fleeting high-priority trains in only one direction is that existing sidings can be utilized and do not have to be lengthened to accommodate fleets. As demonstrated, a drawback of this arrangement is that the superior train fleet takes longer to pass than would be possible with a longer fleet-length siding. Comparing the MB EB Fleets and MB No Fleets cases, which share the same infrastructure configuration, revealed an intersection around 60 km/h (37.3 mi/h) to the right of which one-way fleet meets were more efficient. At higher speeds under moving blocks, it may be possible to maximize the effectiveness of conventional-length sidings by fleeting high-priority trains in one direction to improve meet efficiency. Operating one-way fleets with fleet-length sidings may shift this intersection point to much lower speeds by removing fleet delay as well as minimizing the time it takes a superior fleet to pass.

**Sensitivity Analysis**

One of the key variable inputs to the theoretical meet delay calculation was the calculated braking and acceleration distances and times, because they affected minimum train separation and the magnitude of fixed delays. A sensitivity analysis was performed to check the robustness of the train meet calculation for a 64.4 km/h (40 mi/h) maximum authorized speed and a Long study train. Input braking distances and times were uniformly changed by plus or minus 20% and acceleration distances and times were similarly varied. The corresponding percent change in meet delay per train
conflict was recorded for each combination of control system and fleeting strategy, and arc elasticity calculated as the percent change in meet delay divided by the percent change in the input variable (Fig. 8). Generally, meet delay was more sensitive to changes in acceleration inputs than braking inputs. All tested variable combinations had an arc elasticity below 1.0, indicating that meet delay is not disproportionately sensitive to changes in acceleration and braking inputs.

![Fig. 5. Fixed and variable delay response curves with varying maximum authorized speeds for: (a) 4-aspect fixed block signals without fleets; (b) moving blocks without fleets; (c) 4-aspect fixed block signals with fleets; and (d) moving blocks with fleets.](image1)

![Fig. 6. Component delay response curves for the 4A Fleets scenario comprised of fixed delay sources (acceleration, braking, and switch/signal clear delay) and variable delay sources (fleeting and waiting delay).](image2)

![Fig. 7. Meet delay response curves with varying maximum authorized speeds for moving block and 4-aspect fixed block scenarios with superior train fleets only (EB Fleets), fleets in both directions (Fleets), and individually dispatched trains (No Fleets).](image3)
of these fleeting benefits while using existing sidings designed to accommodate a single Long train. In contrast to moving block fleets, fleeting both low- and high-priority trains under fixed block signals is of limited effectiveness due to greater minimum train separation requirements.

To determine the minimum amount of delay associated with various meet interactions, this study analyzed “perfect” meets where opposing trains arrive at the meet location at optimal times. However, operations in North America follow an unstructured philosophy (Pouryousef et al. 2015). Improvised operations mean that meet locations are not known ahead of time and that “perfect” meets are unlikely. The train deemed inferior in the meet will almost always arrive in the siding first and wait until the superior train arrives. High levels of schedule flexibility have been associated with high levels of delay on single-track rail corridors (Dick and Mussanov 2016; Dick et al. 2019b). Furthermore, uncertainty about train arrival time reduces the feasibility of running meets. The scale of delay reductions achievable using the strategies proposed in this work may be dwarfed by the delays due to schedule flexibility. However, reducing delay due to the fundamental interactions in a train meet still provides relative benefits and decreases in the base amount of time spent waiting for superior trains to pass. In addition to the direct waiting time reductions, fleeting trains increases the number of gaps during which low priority trains can move between adjacent sidings. Moving blocks can allow low priority trains to utilize shorter gaps between opposing trains than would otherwise be possible. In railway networks that follow a structured or timetabled operation with preplanned meets, such as is common in Europe and Asia, meets are much more predictable. When trains are running on or close to schedule, meet delay is controlled by fundamental meet interactions rather than schedule flexibility and the results of this study become directly applicable. Reducing meet delay decreases the impact of meets on a timetable, potentially creating new train slots and improving capacity on scheduled railroads.

General validation was performed using RTC simulations. Future work should include further validation of the theoretical train meet delay calculation through additional simulation experiments and comparison to real-life data to address the limitations of the RTC software. One limitation of this study is that it was conducted assuming North American train characteristics, control systems, and operating practices. Therefore, the magnitude of meet delay values presented is specific to the study train and experiment parameters. However, the general trends are based on basic interactions between the various components of a train meet and are expected to be applicable to other heavy haul rail contexts. Future work should also consider the effect of changing inputs such as siding and signal block length as well as the efficiency of meets between different train types with significantly dissimilar train handling characteristics. To provide better context for these results, it would be helpful to analyze the effects of schedule flexibility on train meets (i.e., “imperfect” meets). Lastly, future work should more closely investigate the ramifications of operating fleets of short trains on existing siding infrastructure built for one long train. This may increase the feasibility of running more frequent, shorter trains to improve customer service with direct point-to-point transportation enabled by future efficiency improvements in rail operations.

While the absolute delay reduction results are limited to the specific experimental parameters and assumptions of this study, understanding fixed and variable meet delays and relative meet efficiency differences across varying combinations of train control system and fleeting strategy will be useful to railway practitioners evaluating future operating and capital plans and investments in moving blocks.

Conclusions

On high-tonnage single-track rail corridors, train meets are a major source of overall delay, primarily affecting low-priority trains. On busy lines, low-priority trains can accrue excessive delays from frequent stops, resulting in higher costs from more frequent crew excursions, reduced fuel efficiency, lower equipment utilization, and longer travel and cycle times. Moving low-priority trains more quickly across a corridor indirectly helps high-value high-priority trains by freeing up passing sidings for use in resolving other train conflicts and reducing the number of meets for later high-priority traffic.

Meet delay can be divided into fixed and variable components that depend on the number of trains partaking in the meet. Running trains in fleets results in fewer but more complicated meets with higher variable delays associated with maintaining minimum train separation. However, a meet between fleets achieves certain efficiencies by resolving multiple train conflicts in a single interaction. Instead of accruing the fixed delay of multiple meets between individual trains (including braking and acceleration delay), four conflicts can be resolved while incurring the fixed delay of a single meet. This study contributes to the rail domain’s overall body of knowledge by investigating several strategies for reducing the minimum delay penalty associated with train meets that take advantage of interactions between fixed and variable delays.

Meet efficiency can be improved in the near term by only dispatching high-priority trains in fleets in one direction (i.e., EB Fleets scenarios). Utilizing existing fixed block signals and single-train-length sidings, fleeting high-priority trains shows promise in reducing meet delay per train conflict at higher speeds compared to dispatching trains individually. Keeping high-priority fleets together across an entire corridor would be operationally feasible since they would be expected to bypass short sidings making few, if any, stops, and can operate at relatively constant speeds.

In the medium term, previous investments in PTC or other train control technology may be leveraged to implement moving blocks. Moving blocks can be used to reduce delays from meets between single trains relative to fixed block signals, particularly at lower speeds. Moving blocks improve the feasibility of low-delay running meets across a greater range of maximum authorized speeds and siding and train lengths compared to fixed blocks. Combining moving blocks with fleet-length sidings enables full meets between two fleets, resulting in the lowest-delay meets of all tested scenarios. Dispatching fleets of Short trains could actually provide some of these fleeting benefits while using existing sidings designed together across an entire corridor would be operationally feasible if any, stops, and can operate at relatively constant speeds. In the medium term, previous investments in PTC or other train control systems, and comparison to real-life data to address the limitations of the RTC software. One limitation of this study is that it was conducted assuming North American train characteristics, control systems, and operating practices. Therefore, the magnitude of meet delay values presented is specific to the study train and experiment parameters. However, the general trends are based on basic interactions between the various components of a train meet and are expected to be applicable to other heavy haul rail contexts. Future work should also consider the effect of changing inputs such as siding and signal block length as well as the efficiency of meets between different train types with significantly dissimilar train handling characteristics. To provide better context for these results, it would be helpful to analyze the effects of schedule flexibility on train meets (i.e., “imperfect” meets). Lastly, future work should more closely investigate the ramifications of operating fleets of short trains on existing siding infrastructure built for one long train. This may increase the feasibility of running more frequent, shorter trains to improve customer service with direct point-to-point transportation enabled by future efficiency improvements in rail operations.

While the absolute delay reduction results are limited to the specific experimental parameters and assumptions of this study, understanding fixed and variable meet delays and relative meet efficiency differences across varying combinations of train control system and fleeting strategy will be useful to railway practitioners evaluating future operating and capital plans and investments in moving blocks.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:

- $B_{Stop}$ = number of control blocks needed to accommodate stopping distance;
- $D_{init}(\text{initial speed, target speed}) = \text{acceleration or braking distance from initial to target speed} ;$
- $D_{Accel} = \text{total distance required for meet acceleration phase};$
- $D_{Brake} = \text{total distance required for meet braking phase};$
- $D_{Clear} = \text{distance a stopped lead train must travel to clear its control block};$
- $D_{Park, Lead} = \text{distance from entry switch to stop location in siding for lead inferior train};$
- $D_{Park, 2nd} = \text{distance from entry switch to stop location in siding for second inferior train (if fleets)} ;$
- $D_{Pass} = \text{minimum distance between the head-end of the first superior train, and the clear point of the siding exit switch at the instant the last inferior train clears the main track, to avoid slowing down the first superior train};$
- $H_{MIN}(\text{Speed}) = \text{minimum distance headway for indicated speed};$
- $L_{Block} = \text{control block length};$
- $L_{Foul} = \text{turnout foul length};$
- $L_{Siding} = \text{total passing siding length};$
- $L_{Train} = \text{train length};$
- $T_{init}(\text{initial speed, target speed}) = \text{acceleration or braking time from initial speed to target speed};$
- $T_{Accel} = \text{time required for meet acceleration phase};$
- $T_{Brake} = \text{time required for meet braking phase};$
- $T_{Clear} = \text{total time for signal to clear, crew to react, and switch to be thrown};$
- $T_{MIN}(\text{Speed}) = \text{minimum time headway for indicated speed};$
- $T_{Pass} = \text{time for the superior train(s) to clear exit siding switch and complete pass};$
- $T_{Wait} = \text{time required for meet waiting phase};$
- $V_{MAS} = \text{maximum authorized track speed};$ and
- $V_{TO} = \text{maximum authorized turnout speed}.$
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